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Introduction. Among the theorems which deal with the functional

properties of the solutions of elliptic linear partial differential equa-

tions, the most important ones are perhaps the following:

(a) The solutions of equations with analytic coefficients are analytic.

(b) The solutions of equations with indefinitely differentiable (i.d.)

coefficients are i.d.

In Part I of this paper we prove a result which connects the above

mentioned theorems. Qualitatively we prove that the i.d. solutions

of elliptic differential systems with i.d. coefficients have the same

"distance" from analyticity as have the coefficients. More precisely,

we define classes of i.d. functions and show, under certain assump-

tions, that if the coefficients belong to a certain class, then so do the

solutions. In particular, we give a new proof to Theorem (a).

In Part II we define another kind of classes of i.d. functions and

prove, for some kinds of elliptic equations, results similar to that of

Part I.

All functions in this paper are real functions.

I should like to express my gratitude to Dr. S. Agmon for his help

and encouragement during the preparation of Part I of this paper.

Part I

Let D be a bounded domain in the N dimensional space EN of N

real variables x = (xi, • • • , xN) and let {Mn} be a sequence of posi-

tive numbers. We denote by C{Mn; D] the class of all i.d. functions

f(x) defined in D and having the following property:

To every closed subdomain D0ED there correspond constants 770,

77 such that for x£7)0

d"f(x)
——-—   ^ HoH"Mn (n= 1,2 ■ ■ ■).
dx\i ■ ■ ■ dx'tr

Note that C\n\; D] is the class of all functions analytic in D.

Theorem 1. Consider the elliptic system of linear partial differential

equations
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(1) E^Wi(x) = hk(x) (*= 1, ••• ,p),

where

(2)        ah = ±   z   rh...jN(x)     d'     ■
,-o h+.-.+w-; dxj1 • • • dx'*

1/a/i 2/ze coefficients f%...JN(x), hk(x) belong to C{Mn; D}, and if the

Mn satisfy the following monotonicity conditions:

(n - s + 2\
(3) I j MiMn+t-i ^ AnMn+i      (i = 2, 3, ■•■ ,n- s + 2),

where A   is  some  constant,  then  the  components  of every  solution

(ui(x), • • • , up(x)) belong to C{Mn; D}.

Note that (3) implies

(3') nMn fk AiMn+i,

(3") ("  " *       ) MiMn+i-i fk AtMn+i (i = 1, • • • , n - s + 1)

where Ai are some constants.

1.1. The proof will be given for the case TV =3, p = l, the proof of

the general case is analogous. Equation (1) becomes

'        „ d'u(x)
(4) Au a X,      1;     fhhh(x)      ,-    ,    ,.   = Kx).

i—o j'i+)2+)3=) oXjiaXjjaoXjS

In what follows we shall use the following results due to Lopatinski

[2; 3]:
Let Do be a closed subdomain of D. Then there exists a funda-

mental solution <p(x, y) of the equation Au = 0, defined for x, yED0

and having the following properties:

(a) Aq>(x, y) =0 for every yG-^o-

(b) For every function v(x) having s continuous derivatives in D0,

and for every cube G' QDa and yEG',

(5) v(y) = Z f coS(v,Xj)B'(<t>(x,y),v(x))dSx+  $ <t>(x,y)A*v(x)dGx,
)'=1 J S' J O'

where S' is the boundary of G', v is the outwardly directed normal to

S',
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(6) A*v=±       £      (-1)* 3'      ,   (fhhh(x)v(x))
J—O    )l+!2+)3-J OX110X220X3!

and the B'(v, w) are defined by

4-    d
vA*w — wAv = 2-1 -B'(v, w).

,_i dx,-

(c) <£(x, y) has continuous derivates of all orders for x^y, and the

functions

Qi+k

(7) i(x, y) =  | x - y | «-*+z*+2s*< —:-— <p(x, y)
dx{i ■ ■ ■ dy^i

(3 -s + 22ji+22ki>0),

where |x|   denotes the norm (£x2)1/2, are bounded for x, yEDo,

xy^y.

1.2. Let G be a closed cube contained in D, with edges parallel to

the coordinate axes, and of a diameter to be determined later. Denote

by z/(n)(x) any rath (partial) derivative of v(x), and by \v\«the maxi-

mum of |»(x)| in a cube homothetic with G and such that the dis-

tance between its surface and the surface 5 of G is 5. We shall prove

by induction that

77077*
(8) «<*> , g-Mk

bk

for all the partial derivatives um(x). The proof of Theorem 1 is then

completed by using the Heine-Borel Theorem.

We may assume (8) to hold for k^s, since we can take 770 large

enough. Assume (8) to hold for k^n (n^s) and differentiate (4)

ra—5 + 2 times. We obtain

6>»MCn-»+2)

J'1'*'' ~r~T~~T~~T
ii+iz+ia=> OX-^OXipoXg

n^+2 /n - s+2\   (0      6>.M<»-«+2-«>

(9) <==1     j1+,-2+,-3_8 \ i        /   nnH dxiidxfcdxfr

"z£+2 ^       ^       /n - s+2\   {i)    a%(»-H-2-«
- }2 22    22   (     .    )AL———- + hi"-'+2)

i-o    j-o h+it+ir-i V l ' dx[idxfcdxj?

= G(x).

Denoting

— v-* d'v(x)
(10) Av(x) =      2^     fhhh(x) T7T7TT'
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we can write (9) in the form

(11) Zm<"-+2>(x) = G(x).

Let yEG be a point whose distance from 5 is 5', and let

(12) 8 = 8'(l-J.

Denote by Gs a cube with center y, and edges parallel to the co-

ordinate axes of length 2(5' —5). Let Ss be the surface of Gs. Applying

the results stated in 1.1 to the elliptic operator A*, with v(x)

= M(n-8+2)(x), Gs instead of G' and D0DG, we obtain

„(»-.+2)(;y) =   |    £Cos(p, xi)B'(d>(x, y)uf-n-'+2\x))dSx

(13)

+   f d>(x, y)Au^->+»(x)dGx = 7X + 7S,

so that

(14) U (y)  = Ii + It = Ii + Jf

We now evaluate J2 and Ji. In the sequel Bi, ■ • • , Bn will be used

to denote appropriate constants, independent of n. Using the

boundedness of the \p(x, y) in (7), we get

ii i- i    C       dGx Bt8'  .    .
(15) |/,|   fk Bi\AuO->+2> |, I--^-   g i.

J oa I X — y |2 »

From the definition of G(x) in (9), the inductive assumption, (3) and

(12), we obtain, by taking H to be sufficiently large (but independent

of n)

i    , i i* H0Hn

(16) \G\t fk B3n\u<n+»\s + Bi-^-nMn+i,

where | w(n+1) | * denotes

dn+1u

max —:-:-— s.
*i+*,-M|"-»+i   dxjidx^dxjj

From (15), (16),

(17) \Jt\  ^B6R\u<»+»\s + ——Mn+i,
g'n+l
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where R is the diameter of G.

To evaluate Ji, observe that it is sufficient to evaluate Ii'~1), where

I is of the form

I =   f  (y-+2>(z)/(*))«>(<£(*, y))<-i-D COS (VXj)dSx  (Ofkifks-1).

Here/(x) denotes any of the functions /yuva(x)> ^ji = s. For Ofki

<s — 1 we easily obtain, by using (3'), (12), the inductive assumption

and the boundedness of the 4>(x, y) in (7),

B7H0Hn

(18) |/<-»|     fk-^-Mn+l-

Take now i=s — 1, then

(m<"-'+2>(*)/(*))<'-1>
(19) ,n t?A-1\

= w(n+1)(x)/(x) + £ ( )/C-1-'')(«:)M(n"">+2"",')(»)-

,--o\ i  /

Each term corresponding to

/<«-1-'>(x)w<',-'+2-'>(x) (0^/^5-2)

is evaluated in the same way we have evaluated I^-1' in the previous

case. There remains the term corresponding to «<n+1)(x)/(x).

To evaluate the (s — l)th derivative of

h =  f 4>(x, y)f(x)u^+»(x)dSx

let us make the restrictive assumption that w(n+1)(x) can be written

in each one of the following forms:

-k<">(x);       -u<n)(x) (i^j)-
dxi dXj

If we evaluate 70 by means of integration by parts and use (3'), (12),

the inductive assumption and the boundedness of the \{/(x, y), we ob-

tain

.   (,_D.       BgHoHn

(20) \I<    '|  £——M^

From (14), (17), (18) and (20) it follows that

(21) | «(-+D(y) I  fk BbR | «(»+1' |, + ———- Mn+i.
0    nT"1
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Since y is an arbitrary point whose distance from 5 is 5', we get

. . . ,*       B9H0H"
(22) M<"+1>   ,.  < BlR    M<"+1)   |  + - Mn+l.

1 I      - I I 5'n+l

Because of the restriction made in evaluating 7q , the inequality

(22) does not cover only the cases of dn+1u(x)/dx"+1. For suppose,

for instance, we have to evaluate d"+1u(x)/dxldx^dx*, i>0, j>0. Since

n—s + 2^2, we may assume that already in (11)

M(»-„+2)(x)   =  ,- M(n-H-l)(x)   =  - «(»-»+l)(a!)

dXi dx2

and we can integrate by parts in 7J_1. We shall evaluate for example,

d"+1u(x)/dxn+1. Write (4) in the form

d'u _ d'u
'aoo(x) —— =  —       /_,      fiiitii —:-;-~

ftr' ■ . • , • Arnr)r"rlrnax1 ,1+)a+j8_, ox1ox2oxt

i-o n+12+13-j ax1ax2ax3

and differentiate it n — s + 1 times with respect to x\. Using (3"), (22)

and the inductive assumption, we get

,    v 3-+1** . .*      BioHoH"
(24) /.oo—Tl     tkBnR\u^\i+ Mn+i.

dxn^  y 5 "+1

Since equation (4) is elliptic, f,oo(x) 9^0, and so (24) implies

,    , d"+1u , .*      BnHoH"
(25) 1**f' = Bl>R'M<n+1) l> + ~7^- Mn+1'

From (22), (25) we conclude

| «(n+1) |* ^ BUR | «<»+» |r + Bu-^-M^i.
fi'n+1

Taking i?<(10514)-1 we get

(26)      |„W)|*gi|„c»+i,i*+^^:if^,
10 5'n+1

We now apply the following

Lemma. Let g(t) be a positive monotone-decreasing function, defined

in the interval 0 ^ t ^ to and satisfying
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(27) 8(()s!,(,(, _!)) + _£. (C>0),

then g(t)fkSC/tn+1.

The proof of the lemma follows easily, by repeatedly applying (27).

Applying the lemma to g(t) = | M(n+1)|,*, we obtain from (26)

(28) \u<»+»\sfk-Mn+i.
g n+l

Taking H>5Bu we arrive at (8) with k = n + l, which completes the

proof of the theorem.

1.3. Corollary. Let the Mn be chosen so that C{ Mn; D} is a quasi-

analytic class (see [A]). Then ui, • • • , up belong to the same class, and

therefore they possess the following uniqueness property: If uk(x) van-

ishes at a point x°ED together with its derivatives of all orders, then it

vanishes identically in D.

This property of the uk(x) is trivial when uk(x) is analytic. The

problem whether this property holds for general nonanalytic elliptic

equations is still open.

1.4. If the coefficients of an elliptic linear equation are not analytic,

then the solutions may also be nonanalytic. This is shown by the

example of

Am + f(x)u = 0,        u = 1 + e~llxK

Here, both/(x) and w(x) do not belong to any quasi-analytic class.

1.5. Theorem 1 is not true if no monotonicity conditions are as-

sumed on the {Mn} ■ This is shown by the example of

d2u      d2u , .
—H-r = 0,    u(x) = Re{l-(xi+ixt)}-\
dXi       dx2

Here, the coefficients of the equation belong to every subclass of

C{n!; D}, but «(x) does not belong to any real subclass of C{n\; D}.

In Part II we define another kind of classes of i.d. functions which

are especially adopted for cases where the coefficients of the elliptic

equations are analytic.

1.6. An analogue of Theorem 1 can be proved for the solutions of

certain kinds of parabolic equations. This will appear in a later paper

in Duke Mathematical Journal.

Part II

Let D be a bounded iV-dimensional domain, and let {Mn} be a
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sequence of positive numbers. We denote by K[Mn; D\ the class of

all i.d. functions/(x) defined in D and having the following property:

To every closed subdomain D0QD there correspond constants 770,

77 such that for xEDo

| A"f(x) |   g 77077»lf„ (ra = 0, 1, • ■ ■ ).

For instance (see [l]), the class K~\(2n)\; D] is the class of all func-

tions which are analytic in D.

In Part I we were interested in classes which contained C[n\; D}.

In this part we shall be interested, as already mentioned in 1.5, in

subclasses of K\ (2ra)!; D}. We shall prove results of the same char-

acter as that of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let u(x) be a solution in a bounded domain D of the el-

liptic linear equation

(1) Amu + P1(x)Am-1« + • • • + Pm(x)u = 0,

where P<(x) is a polynomial of degree i in xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn- Then

(2) u(x) E K{n\; D].

2.1. The proof will be given in the case of N = 3 and for the equa-

tion

(3) Au(x) + x\u(x) = 0.

The proof of the general case, although more complicated, is in the

same method.

Take VED to be a sphere of radius 7? (7?<1) and let 5 be its sur-

face. Denote by | v\ s the max. of | v(x) | in a concentric sphere of radius

R — S, and by |dz;(x)/dx| the max. of the absolute values of the first

partial derivatives of v(x) with respect to all directions, at the point x.

We shall prove by induction that

, ,        77077*
(4) A*« , ^- kl

5k

Then, the using Heine-Borel Theorem, Theorem 2 follows.

Assume (4) to hold for k ̂ ra + 1. In the sequel, Bu ■ ■ • , B1 will be

used to denote appropriate constants.

Let yEV. Denote its distance from S by 8' and let

(5) 8 = 5'(1 - a/n),

where a is a positive number which satisfies ea<2.

We use Green's Identity
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J'  Anw              r /            d     1       3An-1M   1\
-dV -       (A"-1m-)dS,

vs   r               J ss\           dp    r           dv       r)

where Vs is a sphere of radius 5' —5 and center y, and Ss is its surface.

Differentiating (6) we get

d . .       Bi\An-1u\,        1     d
(7) — A"-1«(y)   g Bi(8' - 3) | A»m |, -|-!-L -\-An-1«    .

dy 8' — 8 2   dx s

Using (5) and the inductive assumption, we obtain

d BtH0Hn 1    d
(8) — An-1« j- fk -■»! -i-An-1w   .

3x 5'" 2   dx s

It follows from (8), by using an argument similar to that of the

lemma in 1.3, that

a B3H0Hn
(9) — An-1M     fl -«!.

dx s 8"

Similarly we derive

a BiEoE"-1
(10) — A"-2m    fk -—— (n - 1)!

dx s S"-1

Differentiating twice the identity

— 47rAn-2w(y) = — | r&n~ludV
2! Jr.(11) a

i   r / d  i        aA--iw i \
-I   ( r2An-1«-r2- — ) dS

2\Jss\ dv   r dv       r/

r / did l\
-I   [A"-2u-— A"-2m — )dS

J ss\ dv   r       dv r /

and using (10) and the inductive assumption, we obtain

a2
-An-My)   fl Bb(S' -8)2\ A"-1 u |, + B6 |A"-1m |,
dytdyj

a Bb I An~2u 15
+ Bb(8' - 8) — An-1M   + ■—-L

dx ,        (8' - 8)2

B6      a BoHoH*
-\-A"-2m    fk-«!,

8' -8  dx s 8'n

and in particular
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d2A"~2u BeHoH"
(12) ——     =S^_w!.

dx\      s 8"

On using (9), (10), (12), we conclude from the identity

, n     2 d2      n_j d       n-1 n—l 2    n
(13) A (xiu) = n(n — 1) —- A     u + 2nxi-A     u + nA    u+ XjA u,

dxl dxi

that

n     2       i B-jUoII"
1 A (xiu) , g-(n + 2)!

8"

and together with (3) we finally obtain

B7H0H"
I A"+2ra |5 ^-(ra + 2)!.

5"

Taking H^B)12, the proof of (4) is completed.

2.2. The examples

2 „

u = eZl  E K{(dn)\;D},d<l,       Au - (Axi + 2)u = 0,

u = eXl E K{n\;D),       Au - (9x\ + 6xi)u = 0

show that Theorem 2 is not far from being sharp.

2.3. The method used to prove Theorem 2, can be used to prove

Theorem 3. Let u(x) be a solution in a bounded domain DEEN °f

the linear elliptic equation

m—1    m—j N . Qk

(14) A-ra+SE       z2     4--u -—A% = 0,
i-0     k-l  ii,-,ik=l dXiL  •  •  •   OXik

where a\x_Ak are constants. Then w(x)G-^{ra!; D\.

Obviously, we may combine Theorems 2 and 3 to obtain a more

general statement.
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